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How cold is up? We know that outer space can never be colder than minus 459.72° Fahrenheit—that's absolute zero, the 

point at which all molecular motion ceases. We don’t know what coldness like this will do to materials, but we're finding out. 

Scientists are using a heat exchanger to produce temperatures as low as minus 443° Fahrenheit. They test materials in this ) 

extreme cold and see how they perform. Out of such testing have already come special grades of USS steels that retain much of 

their strength and toughness at -50° or below; steels like USS “T-1” Constructional Alloy Steel, Tri-TEN High Strength Steel, | 

and our new 9% Nickel Steel for Cryogenics applications. And the heat exchanger to produce the —443° Fahrenheit is 

Stainless Steel! No other material could do the job as well. Look around. You'll see steel in a lot of places—getting 

ready for the future. Ml For information about the many career opportunities, including financial analysis or sales, 

write U. S. Steel Personnel Division, Room 6085, 525 William Penn 

Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. U. S. Steel is an Equal Opportunity Employer. ‘ 

USS, “T-1” and TRI-TEN are registered trademarks. United States Steel
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We call this an ‘opportunities chart.’ It shows some of, but who created the product; by those who developed and 
by no means covers all, the professional positions avail- engineered its manufacture; by the ones who produced, 
able at Dow for college graduates. What the chart cannot sold, and serviced it; and by those who continue to 
show is the keen interest that Dow management takes in improve it. 
ae eee ee Bg eommleal Gee enoune: and Dow’s fringe benefits are excellent also . . . life and hospi- apa on Cae see through graduate Bed talization insurance . . . a yearly salary review plan (salaries 

J gn si vy: are reviewed at least once a year, and the emphasis is on 
Dow is currently serving 200 industries varying from merit rather than length of service) ... a pension and medicine to mining, paper to paint, tires to textiles, profit-sharing plan . . . an educational refund plan (pro- 
farming to foundries. Dow has major manufacturing vides financial assistance for employees who want to 
operations in 23 locations in the United States in addition increase their job effectiveness through continued educa- 
to associated and subsidiary companies. Exploration goes tion) ... and by participating in past stock purchase plans on endlessly at 50 separate laboratories. In addition, Dow offered periodically, about 45 per cent of Dow’s employees 
has rapidly expanding marketing and manufacturing oper- have become shareholders in the company. 
ations in 28 foreign countries. For more detailed information about Dow, we invite you 
Behind every product (and Dow has more than 700) isa to visit or write the Technical Employment Manager at story of achievement that comes with opportunity. Oppor- any of the locations listed below. 
tunity for individual and independent work by the people 

California—Pitisburg Louisiana—Plaquemine Ohio—Dobeckmun Company, Cleveland 
Colorado—Rocky Flats Massachusetts—Framingham ontakee eee Slevelond 
Mlinois—Madison Michigan—Midland Taxae— Freeper 
Indiana—Pitman-Moore Company, Indianapolis Missouri—Allied Laboratories, Inc:, Kansas City Virginia—Williamsburg 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY <> Midland, Michigan 
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If you are about to decide on your benefits which, in addition to in- Organic Chemists * waa IR 

future employment and are grad- surance, retirement and vacation, Industrial Engineers #2 <% 

uating with outstanding scholastic include an opportunity for continu- Mathematicians senate 

achievement in engineering or the ing your graduate studies. Statisticians » 2 

physical sciences . . . the Sandia You would be employed in sunny, Physical Chemists 

Corporation would like to arrange dry Albuquerque, a Southwestern Engineering Physicists »«« 

an interview with you, cultural center of over 200,000, or Aeronautical Engineers #« 

At Sandia, you would work in re- in our laboratory at Livermore, Sandia Corporation recruiters will 

search, design and development, or California, with all the advantages be on your campus soon.* For ap- 

engineering. Our scientists and en- of the San Francisco Bay area. pointment for interview, see your 

gineers are engaged in projects in OpeNINGS AT SANDIA College Placement Officer now. 

the fields of solid state physics, At all Degree Levels All qualified applicants will receive considera- 

plasma physics, materials research, . e ° . : greed, color, ee sieongti to race, 

explosives technology, pulse phe- lest lealags rena anaes 

nomena and radiation damage. a an evels “AA “aS 

You would work in a modern well- Chemical Engineers = IN [> I 

equipped $100 million laboratory Inorganic Chemists CORPORATION 

and be associated with some of this Ceramic Engineers 

nation’s outstanding technical per- Physicists == ALEUQUERQUE: NEW MEIGS 

sonnel. You would receive liberal Physical Metallurgists «=< ee LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 

*The Sandia representative will be on campus November 1,8,9 
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Looking Ahead with Phillips Petroleum... 

Phillips Petroleum Company began putting 5h Beh > eal 
science to work in company laboratories very pe ae 
early in its history. Back when natural gas was a) Ee i: DB! most 
still being flared as a “waste” product, Phillips = Fe gate mange se oe ge 

scientists were discovering new, profitable uses eee om §| MT ee j ae 
for it and the liquids extracted from it. Acting ere he Seri 
upon this knowledge, Phillips management Na iEn 2 >on | AE ii ee | ig fii) aa | 
amassed huge reserves of natural gas when it was ut bo pre gil ie it me i 
still generally considered to be of little use. me .. We i ne sss : 

With this foundation of raw materials and 7 i ry | AL Mid { 
technology, Phillips has attained a commanding ip 1! ee Ae | re 
leadership in natural gas, natural gas liquids, and a ef 7; Jaan ) I A Pt ip 
petrochemicals. This base has been especially pg A J, aw ip Ps i ta a 

valuable in the chemicals field, where intense 4 3 Spm | ee (any i; 
competition permits a nod of success only to : » air. i bye EAB bel 
companies with supplies of the proper raw ma- oe a ona & 
terials and the know-how assembled from long Pe > . a. ee : - @ 
experience and research. | oe ne | 

From Phillips intensified emphasis on research _ { | : Hy a / 
and development through the years came many 2 : ‘i s 
notable, profitable discoveries or developments. oa 
Among these are “cold” synthetic rubber; oil 
furnace carbon blacks; HF alkylation and other head, but also to make existing operations more 
refining processes; high density polyolefins, a ne and ick & OP iali | 
trademarked Marlex; and all-season motor oils. prontable sane ‘to quic y ndiucts, Tn shor new'y 

Three times the company has won the coveted developed processes anid products..n short, there 
“Chemical Engineering Achievement Award” for emphasis is upon converting ideas into SAEnngs: 

its research and development accomplishments, One of the most recent major petrochemical 
once by itself and twice in group awards. achievements of Phillips research is cis-polybuta- 

Although research solves problems and de- diene rubber, trademarked Cis-4. Extensive tests 

velops know-how, an important measure of its have shown this rubber to be superior to natural 
results is patents. For many years Phillips has rubber in tire tread wear and in other important 
ranked second in number of patents issued and in qualities, including blowout resistance and trac- 
total number of U. S. patents owned among all tion on snow and ice. The company’s 25,000 ton 
U.S. oil companies. The most recently available per year Cis-4 plant has commenced production. 
figures show Phillips ranks eighth in this respect The process has been licensed to others both in 
among companies in all industries in America. the U. S. and abroad. 

Intensive and consistent research effort has There is always an undisclosed backlog of dis- 
equipped Phillips with a qualified and dedicated coveries and inventions to which Phillips scien- 

research and development team. Although many tists are giving “finishing touches” prior to 
of Phillips 3,000 scientists and engineers are commercialization. Some now or soon emerging 
located at the modern Phillips Research Center are a new jet fuel additive solving a vexing air- 
near the company headquarters in Oklahoma, craft problem, a new polypropylene process, and 
others may be found in vital centers elsewhere. a better seismic prospecting method. 
These people are thinking and working not only Research is one reason for “Looking Ahead 
on exciting and challenging projects for the years With Phillips.” 

PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY, Bartlesville, Oklahoma Gy 
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ARTICLES 

Foamed Aluminum ee ee 

The Profession of Industrial Design ........... .Page 14 

Aerial Photography for Civil Engineers ........ .Page 24 

ee “ool . 

i - ‘ ax ; 

tan. Seidl” f —_ 

DEPARTMENTS 

Editorial. Page 11 ......................Roger Nehrbass 

Science Highlights. Page 36 ..............John C. Ebsen 

Girl of the Month. Page 20 ................Walter Ronn 

Fill in your own Lines. Page 44 

Introducing P. S. Meyers. Page 32 ....Glydewell Burdick 

THIS MONTH’S COVER 

EDWARDS, CALIF., August 16, 1961—More than one 
million pounds of thrust streams from F-1 rocket engine 
during first series of tests here of complete flyable system. 
F-1 is free world’s most powerful space booster engine; 
may launch first manned expedition to the moon. It is be- 
ing developed by Rocketdyne, a division of North Ameri- 
can Aviation, Inc., under technical direction of NASA’s 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 
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CC = Frankly, there is no practical substitute 

: for the wheel today. But at Ford Motor | 

ae Company, our scientists and engineers 

Io) \ refuse to give “no” for an answer. They | 

) y Y Ye are tackling, among others, the problem 

jj lj of wheelless vehicles for tomorrow. 

p Is ‘'tomorrow"’ really far off? Not according 

J yy to the men at Ford. Already they've devel- 

if oped the Levacar as one possibility. It 

replaces the wheel with /evapads, per- 

J Y Wy forated discs which emit powerful air jets 

tp to support the vehicle. Air suspension—if 

ki i , > you will—of an advanced degree. Imagine 

Lee CS oS traveling swiftly, safely at up to 500 mph, 

4 Soo riding on a tissue-thin film of air. Guided A 
L> J unerringly by a system of rails. Propelled 

‘ 
: by powerful turboprops. This is the 

! / Levacar. 

i / Meanwhile we've still got the wheel. And 

= f / the job of building better cars for today. 

Sy So we hope you won't mind riding on 

\\ \ rf . wheels just a little longer while we con- 

Y \ \ \f centrate on both tasks. 
ff NS NAL \4/ 
{~~ SAY 

f AN 
[SS yee 
\ ol SS 

= We 

TA MOTOR COMPANY 
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan. 

S PRODUCTS FOR THE AMERICAN ROAD « THE FARM ¢ 

SS INDUSTRY « AND THE AGE OF SPACE 

° ° 
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ONE IN A SERIES 

Bendix answers your questions 

rg 

. gy 7 ) 
fe i See 
Lf i - 2 i! lle 

a ¥ 4 x oN 
a fa 

C ae SHOULD | JOIN? | ng (3 ag 1 

ee => aS 
When there is a choice of employment opportunities, most 2 +>. ae 
graduating engineers and scientists make some sort of list of the a J of aa 
advantages offered by each prospective employer. Xe Oe 2 
Some men put salary at the top of the list. Many lean toward the _ hi 
company offering them the best chance at creativity . . . the widest scope oa “ a Z 
for developing their interests and increasing their professional stature. rr 
Others favor job security, company size and stability, or geographic Ce 
location. The final choice generally is made on the basis of the “ og ) 
biggest “package” of advantages offered. ; << >; 

Probably no organization today can offer a longer list of : 7 a 
employment advantages than The Bendix Corporation. b \ 
One of the world’s most highly regarded, stable, % 
and diversified engineering-research-manu- . 5 > 
facturing corporations, Bendix has 25 i > | aa 
divisions which produce, literally, “a i a . : 
thousand diversified products.” The PE di a ~ 
wide geographic spread of these _ C 5 Jag ; 
divisions can be seen in the | y y | gi. 
listing below. | . y os Pec 

Starting salaries paid by Bendix are > ee 
competitive with those offered by eee 
other companies—naturally, better ee 4 
talents are more highly rewarded. '. —rs—Ctisi‘ttédstrdzsCsN 8 : | 
Bendix readily recognizes achieve- yy. . 
ment, and gives the developing 
engineer and scientist wide lati- 
tude in his field of interest. 

Ask your Placement Director 
about Bendix—where you can 

build your career to suit your 

talents. If you can’t arrange a 

personal interview, write to 
C. C. Cleveland, The Bendix 

Corporation, Fisher Building, 

Detroit 2, Michigan, for 
more details. 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN: CALIFORNIA + CONNECTICUT - INDIANA + IOWA MARYLAND + MICHIGAN + MISSOURI - NEW JERSEY » NEW YORK + OHIO + PENNSYLVANIA 

QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSID- 
aff Te ERATION FOR EMPLOYMENT WITHOUT REGARD 

TO RACE, CREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
oe 

Fisher Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich 

A THOUSAND DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS SERVING THESE FIELDS: 

automotive + electronics + missiles & space + aviation « nucleonics « computer +» machine tools * sonar « marine 
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The undeniable thrill of 
successful accomplishment 

can be yours as a member 
of the aggressive, 

visionary 
team now forging 

a new future at 

— 

ve. 8. Bitoncesows, Gone 
—Salaried Employment: 

LRvco RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 

Gt
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“Wh t Allied Chemical?” at careers are open to me at Allie emical? 
Engineers and chemists on your campus often ask our inter- ... in Production and Maintenance, you might be supervis- 
viewers this question. It’s a question with a wide variety of _ ing a production unit in one of Allied’s important plants. 

aNSWElS. Allied Chemical makes over 3,000 different prod- . . in Sales and Technical Service, you might be demonstrat- ucts: industrial, agricultural and fine chemicals . plastics ing the advantages of one of Allied’s products to a potential 
and fibers . . . halogen compounds and petrochemicals. large-volume customer. 

This pst diversity of product offers you fine Garesr The best way to find out about careers at Allied is to talk opportunities and interesting assignments in dozens of dif- With OUT inteniawer when hediext 

ferent areas. -Forexample visits your campus. Your place- 
. .. in Research and Development, you might be doing proc- -ment office can give you the date llied 
ess research in radical systems for making basic chemical ang supply you with a copy of 
building blocks. “Your Future in Allied Chemical.” hemical 
...in Process and Plant Design, you might be planning a pilot Allied Chemical Corporation, 
plant evaluation of a new cooling process which promises to Department 112-R3, 61 Broadway, 
permit higher operating temperatures and increased capacity. New York 6, New York. BASIC TO AMERICA’S PROGRESS 

DIVISIONS: BARRETT - GENERAL CHEMICAL - INTERNATIONAL - NATIONAL ANILINE- NITROGEN + PLASTICS - SEMET-SOLVAY - SOLVAY PROCESS 

OCTOBER, 1961 
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Wh t ill b d 1 t ? «+ Applying electronic 

a Wi you e ong omorrow e er computers and data 

A processing equipment to 
Co = automate entire plants? 

A challenging tomorrow depends on hi cL 

choosing the right company today... one [gr oN 

that develops your ability by encourag- 7 a | 

ing yon ivuse.tt..one that Winks You Designing advanced fees | 
”? wi ibili ae Deal i | | 

loose’ with early responsibility. Acom-  tsfstruction equipment - “1 i. 
pany that’s diversified enough, guides that breaks traditional \ =. yf 
you enough to help you determine and _ load and speed barriers? \& oc ee 2 

do the things you like best. Nd er _ 

Allis-Chalmers is that kind of company. \ ey 

Here, you develop professionally . . . as a : ] es 

you create advanced equipment and sys- i rtéi—‘“‘é*S*; [> 

tems for the world’s basic industries: ‘ — a 
i i icul- f hte Sy ae 

cement, chemicals, construction, agricul ae eal i 

ture, electric power, paper, petroleum nN ae ge A ~~. 

and steel. You thrive on the challenge 1 aS wan wir / Bs 

of opportunity, yet enjoy the stability a hoo A a = es 

sound, growing concern can offer. \ pea y ay 

Investigate the many opportunities - ee A&G WN S | 

A-C offers through the Graduate Train- aoe - y af a \ | 

ing Program or by direct assignment. liu Ww : | 

Ask, too, about our tuition refund pro- f 20 os ae brabinginew mati 
/ . vate 

gram for graduate study. Contact your ) ‘ | Sion, such as magneto- 
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Wh The 

Edit 

Every June thousands of graduates are faced with the problem of 
meeting their military obligation. This problem is becoming more 
acute with every move made in the so-called “Cold War”. Because of 
the Berlin situation, Uncle Sam is preparing again. Where do you 
stand in his present plans? 

Defense Department officials have decided not to draft college 
students enrolled in school at this time. This merely postpones the | 
problem until graduation. What then? Let’s look at the ways in which 
you can meet your obligation. 

The draft is one answer; although it is by far the least sensible. 
Being forced to serve in a capacity that would not give you the oppor- 
tunity of using the training you received in school, would hardly bene- 
fit you or the country. 

Enlisting, upon graduation or perhaps at school in an Rote pro- 
gram, allows one to choose the service and usually the field. This could 
be very satisfying and valuable if your training and their work is of 
the same nature. 

Receiving a deferment would be answering the problem by sim- 
ply avoiding it. Unfortunately, not everyone is able to receive or ar- 
range for a deferment from military service. Deferments are granted 
for two main reasons—physical disability or employment in a critical 
civilian job. Many young men employed in teaching, engineering, sci- 
ence, and medical technology are receiving deferments because of the 
critical nature of their employment. There is a good chance that you 
may receive such a deferment. 

Make sure that you have looked into this problem thoroughly be- 
fore your class graduates. Check with your draftboard on your classi- 
fication at least once a year to make sure that you are able to finish 
your education without interruption. Also, arrange for the University 
to send verification of your enrollment to your board every September. 
This can be taken care of at B 3 Bascom. RGN 
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F d Alumi 
! 

| 

by Roy G. Elmhorst 

LUMINUM was first foamed COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION OF iron and 0 to 2% copper. Titanium 
A by Dr. Benjamin Sosnick in FOAMED ALUMINUM and zircronium hydrides are cur- 

1948 by using mercury as a Following publication of the rently being used as the foaming | 

foaming agent, This foaming agent product's development in Time agents. A complex rotary furnace | 

was extremely difficult to control, Magazine, the Wall Street Journal and mold arrangement is used to 

as well as dangerous to work with, Business Week, as well as various mix the foaming agent with the | 

so this process wasn’t adaptable to trade journals and Scientifie publi- poke metal and control the | 

commercial production. cations, many hundreds of inquir- oaming. ; . 

/ The Air F orce, which was hunt- Gos were received by the two oan The new plant at Madison, Wis- 

ing for light-weight materials for panies licensed to produce foamed consin; utilizes a completely auto- | 

aircraft construction at this time, aluminum and by Bjorksten Lab- matic process to produce 20 mil- 
became interested in foamed oratory requesting additional in- lion pounds of foamed aluminum | 

aluminum. This interest resulted formation. In. Mew ot the: tienen: per year with only two men in 
0 a Research ae rie ured dous interest in the product, the attendance. 
Jontract, sponsored by the Air ors of , porati 
Force, and issued to the Bjorksten owners of "medotittions fs, bow Processes Used 
Research Laboratories of Madison, chase the patents. In April of 1959 The hydride suspension is mixed 
Wisconsin. an agreement was reached with with the molten aluminum and 

Five years and $100,000 la- Bjorksten Laboratories whereby held at a suitable temperature 
ter the Bjorksten Laboratories LOR purchased all patents and (around 657° C) for a few min- 
achieved a successful method of patent applications, and all tech- utes while the hydride releases 
foaming aluminum. The process — jjcal data and proprietary rights. hydrogen and foams the metal 
was largely worked out by John 4 contract was made with Bjork- with an action much like that of 
Elliot, a plastics technologist, and gten Laboratories whereby they baking powder raising biscuits. 
was brought into continuous pro- were able to design and construct The hydride suspension is made 
duction by William S. Fiedler. a plant capable of producing under pressure at slightly above 

Since aluminum doesn’t have a Foamalum panels in large quanti- solidification temperature. Pres- 

“gooey” stage between a liquid ties, This plant has now been com- — SUe_ Is released when foaming 
and a solid, foaming it is much the pleted and, under the supervision should start, and the mixture is 
same as trying to foam ice. Air Of the Foamalum Corporation, is poured into the panel molds which 
was first tried as a foaming agent, ready to start production. > have been heated to prevent pre- 
but without success. Aluminum mature cooling of the metal. Gas 
was finally foamed successfully by PRODUCTION OF FOAMED formation is rapid and it subsides 
dispersing gas forming solids ALUMINUM quickly, but before the foam has 
through the molten aluminum’. . a chance to collapse the mold is 
This process allowed production Materials Used quenched with a water spray, 
of castings and long “loaf” shaped Foamed aluminum is made from causing the metal to “set” in- 
pieces but wasn’t adapted to pro- alloy 1100 aluminum containing stantly. This process has been de- 
duction of sheets. from 0 to 69% magnesium, 0 to 2% veloped to produce panels up to 
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4 by 8 feet in size which vary in 8. At an 11 pound density it has one of the panels listed in (1) to 
thickness from 1% inch to 1 inch. almost 500 times less thermal con- (4) above, and with the surfaces 
By varying the temperature, ductivity than solid aluminum. _ stippled or indented so as to per- 
amount of hydride added, and the — The conductivity varies with the mit a coating of plaster to be ap- 
mixing action, foam can be pro- density, but at a density of 40 plied and held securely thereto. 
duced ranging in weight from 1/17 pounds per cubic foot (1% that of (6) Three series of panels (cor- 
to 3 that of solid aluminum. solid aluminum) it has been responding respectively to those 

shown to have a conductivity listed in (1) to (4) above) 50 
DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES of only 1/80th that of solid panels to a series produced con- 

amed « ’ aluminum, secutively within an 8 hour pe- 
ee Foame a . aluminum, oe 9. Foamed aluminum can be riod, at Teast 90% of which have the ‘oamalum” as the product is . i : oe : : i 
known, is a metal containing a Pressed mio various Shapes ‘with- dimensions and density and wthiet 2 : ee out destroying the cell structure. wise meet the specifications for plurality of non-intercommunicat- i oe . in voids, or, in other words, it is 10. It picks up strength as it is the respective panels so selected. 
formed from a mass of tiny, hol- compressed, and tests indicate 
low aluminum spheres. The physi- iad ‘oneal: uonupeeseive ei USES OF THE PRODUCT — : : inu: reé cal properties of foamed alumi- at oly y, the weight of solid It is apparent that the proper- 
num are similar to the alloy from alunincin ties of foamalum are sufficient to which it is made. . . ble this duct to replace _ ; 11. Tests conducted with Foam. Cn able this product to replace 2. Foamalum can be made from solid aluminum in many of its pure aluminum or from any of alum denote that the metal has 4 ses as well as t 
sever: ; . . 1/2 the tensile strength at only Present day uses as well as to several aluminum alloys. The phy: A : « create new fields for uses of alu- sical properties of the product can 1/5 the weight of solid aluminum. minum. Many applications of 
thus be altered by use of differ- SPECIFICATIONS foamalum as a basic material for 
ent alloys. home, industrial, marine, and spe- 

3. It can be produced in densi- As was mentioned before, Bjork- _cialized_ construction appear to be 
ties varying from 10 pounds per  sten Laboratories were given the economically feasible as deter- cubic foot (about as light as balsa contract to construct a plant at = mined by marketing surveys. wood) to such higher densities as Madison, Wisconsin, capable of These uses depend on its rot and 
may be required up to solid alum- producing foamed aluminum rust free characteristics, its light- inum of approximately 166 pounds _ panels. The products produced at ness, and its fireproof insulating per cubic foot. this plant were to meet the follow- properties. 

4. The cell size can be from _ ing specifications: 
1/64 to V4 inch. ; — (1) At least one 4’ by 8 by 4” Home Construction 

5. Since it is aluminum, it will panel, having a density of 12 For home construction its uses 
not rot, rust, or be the prey of in- pounds per cubic foot. include outer and inner walls; roof 
sects or rodents. (2) At least one panel with the decking; and ceiling, roof, floor, 

6. Foamalum can be sawed, same dimensions stated in (1) ex- and wall tiles. In these capacities 
nailed, cemented, screwed into, cept having a density of 20 pounds _ it offers fast and easy construction 
soldered, brazed, porcelainized, per cubic foot. while still allowing the more con- 
enameled, anodized, or welded. (3) At least one 4 by 8 by 1” ventional finishes such as wallpa- 

7. It can be cast into intricate panel, having a density of 12 _ per, plaster, etc. to be applied. Ac- 
shapes. Cast objects are covered pounds per cubic foot. cording to a home construction 
with a fairly smooth skin, the (4) At least one panel having firm in Orlando, Florida it has 
thickness of which is determined the same dimensions as stated in _ these advantages: building time is 
by temperature control. These (3) except having a density of 15 cut in half through use of panels, 
castings have been made in vari- pounds per cubic foot. and better insulation is achievea 
ous types of permanent, sand, and (5) At least one panel, having tarough use of sandwich constru. shell molds. the dimensions and density of any (Continued on page 40) 
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The Professi 

Industrial Desig 
By T. J. Mohs me’62 

HIE job of an industrial de- THE BEGINNING OF AN do. It was not being produced in 
T signer today is a great chal- INDUSTRY large numbers and the proud own- 

lenge. In this era of super Behind all man-made articles ers either were not aware that their 
super-markets and mammoth drug there has been design effort of “functional” machines were ugly | 

stores, what determines which come sort. Even before the Indus- and clumsy looking, or they did not | 
brand of soap or tissue a housewife tia]. Revolution some effort was C2 When their function was no 
wwill-pitk off the shelf to buy? What put into the design of articles such longer am question, it became evi- 
is it about the design of a tractor as carpets, furniture, glass, and dent that much could be done to 
that makes it look more capable — tgo]s like the spinning wheel and improve the design. 
and durable to the farmer? These the loom. After the Industrial Rev- During the:1920’s, there was tre- | 
are questions that industriai de- olution, however, in the early nine- mendous industrial expansion. Pur- 
signers strive to answer. Their job igenth ‘Centinry, ait ever-increasing chasing power was at its height. | 
is to design products in such away umber of mechanized contriv. People began to realize that elec- 
that greater volume of sales will be ances came into existence, The in- _ ‘ticity could be used in the home 
gained through increased overall — Ventors were so concerned with for labor-saving devices as well as 
product appeal. making the product serve its func- for light. The material standard of 

Although appearance is an im- tion that they had no inclination living was increasing rapidly for 
portant factor that today’s design- tg bother with such trifles as bal- the mass of people with moderate 
ers must consider they must also ance of form and harmony of incomes. They found that they, too, 
design with an eye to usefulness, color. The manufacturers of carpet could afford luxuries such as elec- 
cost of manufacture, safety, ease of sweepers, telephone sets, washing tric washing machines and radios. 
maintenance and convenient han- — jnachines and automobiles first had _1t was a seller’s market, but as the 
dling. Some designers say a prod- tg prove their products useful, la- decade drew to a close, it became 
uct should be designed not only bor-saving, and comparatively evident that competition would 
to have “good looks” so that peo- trouble-free if their products were soon make an end to easy sales. 
ple would want to buy it, but it to survive on the market, Soon At that time only a handful of 
should be so pleasing that it is up- these products were accepted as industrial designers were struggling 
lifting to the human spirit. All in- commonplace by the public and their own for recognition from 
dustrial designers, however, will were being mass produced. This big business. 
igree with the late Gilbert Rohde — yas when the need for industrial Then came the depression, and 

| in saying, “Good design must be design came into being. the executives of industry finally 
built in and not draped on”. realized that they must find a new 

Although the number of indus- Origin of Need means to increase their sales in 
trial designers in this country is There were two prime reasons order to survive in the market. 
small, there are indications that fu- for the combining of art and in- 
ture growth of the profession is dustry; mass sales of identical ob- Acceptance and Growth 
certain. With the increase in the — jects and competition. As long as a It was at this time, during the 
country’s production there will be new device was still a curiosity, the depression, that the industrial de- 
a corresponding demand for men public was mainly interested in signers found themselves accepted 
to enter this field. how it worked and what it would and in great demand in the inner 
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folds of industry. This was the real work industrial designers do or Preparation for Design 
beginning of the field of industrial where they fit into industry. Sound Designers are hard-working men design as we know it today. product planning is of utmost im- who depend far less on sudden in- 

With the reduction of its pur- portance to manufacturers, Prod- sight than on painstaking analysis 
chasing power the public came to ucts that are to be sold nation- and careful planning to help the 
insist that the few things it did buy | Wide to people of different age manufacturer “visualize” a proper 
must provide true value. Products groups and social status must be solution to a design problem. 
with costly gingerbread effects lost carefully designed to please the Sound product planning must first 
popularity. It was the work of the greatest number of people. The re- concern itself with the man and the designers to smooth out the unat- search that leads to product plan- oman who will buy and use the 
tractive bumps and to make the ning and design is an increasing product. What is the attitude of 
product clean and esthetically function of industrial design. these consumers toward the prod- 
pleasing. ; uct? What are their needs, their 

Almost from the beginning, how- Scope of Field tastes, and their expectations? For 
ever, some industrial designers like Many consulting or free lance example, what are a Secretary's Dreyfuss and Teague argued that design firms can boast that they ete ies of the typewriter on 
they should do more than simple have designed items as varied as uses! W i aS oll an ne . 4 . styling. Some companies permitted locomotives and caterpillar trac- ing machine that annoys the «poe Btact. . tors, toothpicks and perfume bot- housewife? The first step the de- them to “design in depth” which is i: COOTAD Dp : e : takes. is find oa to shape the products f their __ tles. This is true because, since the signer takes is to fnd out just 0 Shape Me pr nes jrom. fel late forties, the industrial designers what a buyer wants in a product. inception not only with regard to h 2 : - ‘ . : ts . their beauty but also to their cost ave broadened their field hori- It is extremely important for the y : iF Cost, zonte ly s 1 manufacturer to be sure that the safety, and ease of maintenance. aiatally. They not only supply z services to manufactures of con- product he makes will be accepted 

Most manufacturers, ho wever, COn- sumer products but they do work by the public. With stiff competi- 
tinued to use industrial designers for machine tool and other capital tion that is present in most fields strictly as facelifters. Then came goods manufacturers. In a search of manufacturing and the high 
World War II, and interestingly for business many industrial de- cost of changing tooling and sales enough, the United States Govern- sign firms have also been servicing details, it is very harmful for those 
ment brought in the industrial de- nredium aad anal companies manufacturers who come out with signers to work as “human engi- Soie ‘Bris HOW are noi onl de. a product that is not accepted by neers” or specialists who would see signing products and packa es but the public. 
to it that products, such as guns are. performing a bewildering vats Industrial designers study all as- for example, were built to fit the riety of assignments for both gov- pects of the problems involved in anatomy. After the war, when big tne and industry, These ow the design of a product. There are industry began to apply “modern iess include. for i ems ‘bein two general classes of preliminary design” to office and industrial consultants for ln eran 7 ome eae research used. (A) Research infor- machines, there were many new lannine. and wed ne the vis. ‘Nation gathered from existing opportunities which gave the in- | 3 aeal that 7c S the data, and (B) research informa- dustrial designer a new and even ate Res on sacl a the tion determined from original more important place in industry. work GF iadastral deateness now a Mae factual Information 

2 e existing ica- ,; being done for the government is tions, ‘It is the easiest ncthoel af THE sia to eiaee IN the study of the human needs and obtaining data; and therefore, requirements for civic auditoriums used whenever possible. Caution 
The whole profession of Indus- and cultural centers, must be exercised, however, as the trial Design is so new and so ra- In less than a generation, indus- industrial designer must be careful pidly changing that it is hard to trial design has come a long way to get information which is both give one example of the type of from merely restyling products. reliable and up-to-date. Listed be- 

=~ | About the Author .. . 
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low are some of the sources which search informaion is accurately EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE 

the designer might use in gather- gathered and objectively analyzed. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER 

ing existing data. . By now the question may arise: 

1. Surveys previously made by Design Elements just what type of an education 

the designer's client A realistic approach to design- must an industrial designer have? 

2. National Publications ing a product starts with the There are three fields of study per- 

3. Trade Publications function of a product, then the taining to this profession, none of 

a a method of manufacturing, and which should be neglected. Indus- 
4. Trade Associations then the material to be used. The trial designers must at the same 
5. Newspapers slogan, “Form follows function” time be artists, engineers, and 

6. Universities can be applied to most any design merchandising experts. Their 

7. Government Publications problem. If a woman is going to training should equip them with a 

use the product, consideration grasp of each of these fields. 
Because there is so much ma- should be given to her size and 

terial in which only a few articles strength. A vacuum cleaner, for Merchandising 
may be helpful, it is necessary that example, should not only be de- Considering industrial design in | 

designers have experience gather- signed so it can be made light in its three aspects, merchandising 

ing information by this method. weight but it should look light as is, to many in the field, foremost 

Research information derived — well, for psychology plays a great 4, importance. Design is a chang- 

from original data must be care- part in designing. Products for ing thing. The styles that sell this 

fully analyzed. Very often existing men should be designed with the year may not sell next year. To | 

information will not answer ques- same consideration. They should guide his client in the critical se- 

tions of proper design. It then be- look strong, durable and mascu- — JRction of a product that has con- 

comes necessary for designers to — line. Products such as machine sumer appeal, the industrial de- 

conduct consumer research. This tools and office equipment should signer must ke ax observer OF lu 

research can be done by the de- be designed to look clean, efficient man habits, desires, and hopes. 

sign firm or the designer, in the and reliable. This broad. knowledge must be 

case of a simple problem. In the To be able to create a design based on training in general psy- 
case of a national problem of de- the industrial designer must know chology applied to consumer and 

sign which deals with many types the theory of design, which entails © merchandising problems. This 
of people, a specialized research knowing the various types of lines training should be followed by 

organization can be contracted for and shapes that can be used to ac- courses on merchandising which 

the job. Research information de- complish the desired effects. are sufficiently detailed to enable 

rived from this means requires . him to understand the point of 

careful analysis. Once the requirements of fune- view of department store, chain 

The following is an example of — tion have been met and the ideal store, and mail order buyers. It is 
the research used in designing a design 8 made, it must often be important, therefore, to acquire a 
wall-hung_ refrigerator. modified slightly so it can be man- grasp of the accepted principles of 

The designer finds out how uiaetiied DADEe opera a merchandising and of research 
many walls in the average During this stage of design eh Shea methods to determine public opin- 
Knited States home will sup- trial designers often work with the — jon and trends. Designers also 

United States home y P manufacture engineers. They de- should have a general understand- 
port a wall-hung refrigerator's cide which method of production ing of economics and some spe 

weight. The industrial de- jo oct practical and if necessary, cialiazed study of typical con- 

signer does market observa- alter the product accordingly. — sumer and service industries. The 
tion.. This is. visiting stores £6 Closely related to the determining training should include a survey 
Jean what color, shapes and of process is the choosing of ama- of advertising techniques and bus- 

refrigerator RECESSONS the terial to be used. Materials should iness training, and should touch on 
eustomer wants. In addition, be chosen with consideration to business law and patent law. In 

he might pretest. bis design By both production methods and the addition to having adequate train- 
setting a model in a store anc desired effects: They should be ing in merchandising, industrial 

asking people if they like s used with regard for their own — designers must gain some familiar- 
If the public is noncommittal, Gh aracteristics, For example, if a ity with art on a popular level so 

he might hire an expert ins Gduct can be molded from plas- that he can deal with trends in 
motivational research to dis- tic, it should not be designed to <éjle: and fashion sand’ understand 

cover what the subconscious resemble a product that is made their influence on the market. 

eee & ed customers of cast iron. 

i > 5 2s12N. . . 

faye FOS ENED After considering these ap- Engineering 
The field of research has be- proaches one can see that before The extent to which an indus- 

come more and more important to a designer can create a design that __ trial designer must understand en- 
the industrial designer. Because a — complies with factors of practica- gineering is difficult to define. 
manufacturer has such a large in- _ bility and consumer acceptance, While industrial designers are not 
vestment in the design of a prod- he must have a special talent and in competition with engineers, 

uct, it is important that the re-education. they continually deal with them. 
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Industrial designers must be able | THE DESIGNER'S INFLUENCE ON designers have been free-lancers. 
to understand engineers and be OUR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC If the designs have been good, 
able to think creatively in techni- SYSTEMS business for the company booms. 
cal situations. This means that Since the beginning of industrial If the designs have been poor, the | 
they must be aware of functional design there have been remarkable company may fail. 

as well as esthetic solutions to strides in manufactured items both 
every kind of manufacturing proc- through advancements in technol- Effect on the People 
ess and material. To design a prod- ogy and improved design. The na- The industrial designer has had 
uct that can be manufactured tign_ has been noticeably influ- influence on nearly every phase of 
economically designers must know enced by the men who have made life in the United States. By his 

about different processes such as it their job to increase the sales of | work the housewife has better 
casting, stamping and machining. 4 product through better design. tools to work with in her job of 
No matter how esthetically pleas- housekeeping, tools that are better 
ing a style, it would not be a good Effect on Economy looking and easier to use. Progress 

design if the cost of mass produc- There is a feeling among some has been made in designing ar- 
tion of the designed product were people that industrial designers _ ticles which adapt the design to 
too high. hurt our economy by always the material used. Maintenance of 

Therefore, training for this pro- changing the design of products. _ @tticles is easier since many de- 
fession should include basic math- They feel that this can be harmful signs simplify the lines of the 
ematics, physics, chemistry, me- to the country because by rapid product, and emphasis has been 
chanics, and mechanical design obsolescence our countty’s re- on smooth surfaces for easy clean- 
courses. The training should in- sources will be depleted. Indus- ing. Line and proportion have be- 
clude all aspects of drafting which trial designers argue that there come important in everyday living 
would be covered in mechanical, can be no progress without change because of the awareness brought 
isometric and perspective draw- and change is what brings about about by in industrial designers. 
ing. Preparation for an industrial obsolescence. A higher obsoles- Industrial design is still so new 
design career also should include cence keeps the country’s employ- _ that it would be difficult to predict 
training in methods of research ment and purchasing power at a how the profession will change in 
into materials and processes. maximum through increased pro- future growth. It is generally ac- 

duction. These, in turn, combine cepted that there is considerable 

Creative Design to increase the standard of living. room for expansion, but that, by : : . . its very nature, it can not absorb 7 ¢ hich ‘ > ig ; The third main field in whic’ Effect on Industry as many people as professions such industrial designers should be ne ane ws 
trained is, of course, that of art Although there are many com- Ee EOSINEEENG, medicine, law and aie. 1S; Py | . : panies that maintain a design de- teaching. It is an interesting pro- 
and design. The training in this ie “ fession and those who look for 
field can appropriately be broken partment within their structure, “Ss a nose who 100K for- 

lel can appropriately : most industrial designers are em. ward to the study of industrial de- 
down into two main categories: : : sign will find it rewarding. ‘ - : ployed by independent consulting warding. 
first, the history and theory of art M 
formas. and wedoud, aplied Hirt firms. Only when a company is 
OIMS, ‘ANG ise! om  2RP . large and changes designs regu- REFERENCES 
Industrial designers should have arly can it afford designers on a 1. Van Doren, Harold, Industrial De- 

a solid background in history and full time basis. Automobile manu- sign. New York: McGraw-Hill Inc., 
theory. The student should take facturers are a good example of 1954, 

courses in art history to become this. The main advantage of a 2. Fortune Magazine, Strange Profes- 
familiar with historical styles and company design department is sion, This Industrial Design. New 

their relation to contemporary that its members can work inti- York, February, 1959. 

trends. mately with the firm’s engineers, 3. Loewy, Raymond, Never Leave Well 
Art training for the industrial market specialists and product Enough Alone. New York: Simon and 

j “d : lanners Schuster, 1951. 
designer is of great importance pia . 
Learning to draw and to express There are many advantages to 4. Lippincott, J. Gordon, Design for 
creative ideas on paper and in hiring free-lance designers. There Business. Chicago: Theobald, 1947. 

clay are basic requirements. is completion among the trade, as _ 5, Let’s See Magazine, Prophet with a 
Courses should be taken in free- in anything else, and motivation Purpose. Milwaukee: January 23, 

hand drawing and various tech- for giving the best to each job. is 5 
niques such as air brush, pastel evident. Small and medium size 6. Society of Industrial Designers, U.S. 
painting and clay modeling. There companies can pick and choose I ndustrial Design 1949-1950 New 

. the firm of designers which can York: Studio Publications Inc., 1950. 
should be a course in the theory of produce what they need for the 1. MeFarland 

i she 6 C ¢ 2 . McFarland, Donald L., Industrial De- 
olor and its psychological aspects, price they can pay. The free-lance sign in America 1954. New York: 

To insure the greatest effective- views the company’s product ob- Farrar, Straus and Young Inc., 1954. 

HESS; thorough training 1s, NEces- jectively from an outsider’s posi- 8. Willsmare, A. W., Product Develop- 
sary in the field of industrial de- tion. He is not biased by politics ment and Design. London: Ditman, 
sign, a profession that has had of a company, and is more confi- 1950. 
such a great impact on our social dent of recommending radical 9g, Ashford, F. C., Designing for Indus- 
and economic systems. changes. Some of the most famous try. London: Pitman, 1955. 
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ee Cau! Farhanish (BS.E-E., Lehigh '58) is a development en- 2 LEA ih Si | EER | gineer who had design responsibilities for IBM solid state 
| 1401 computer system. 

i a 

a“ 7 ,,r,t:~«i«SsSsi‘i‘CSC®S 

I ee ee ers:«—~—~rs—Ssia See—s—~—sSC 

ee ae 

Lo dba >= ___~ _ TRAFFIC JAMS IN LOGICAL SYSTEMS 
— FF CUrmrmr oe ——r—t—“__CC A computer system must be versatile. The IBM 1401 sys- = = —rt—“‘i—OSO a ~~. tem, for instance, might go to work in a radiation lab, a a a stockbrokerage office, an air operations center, a refinery, —r—eEB - ~——CS or any one of a hundred other places. Demands upon the oe _ = individual units of the system will vary widely. 
2 oF — Paul Farbanish analyzed the loads placed on the system by _ —  ~~—=— soifferent applications. One of his assignments was to de- & / | _—______ sign new and alternate ways for data to move from unit to 

oe unit with the greatest speed and reliability. 
: oe a Like many an engineer at IBM, his responsibility ranges 

a - over a wide technical field. To do his job he became familiar 
8 with many challenging areas of electronics. Within the ; . ~~, 1401 system alone he dealt with circuits, data flow control, Se _- + ~~. input-output, storage, etc. 

oe a _— If a young engineer wants to move rapidly into the most fC :  —rt—“‘_O——C i ‘ a rrrt~“—‘=™iON advanced areas of electronics, he would do well to consider oF - _. . IBM. In the fast-expanding world of data systems and its  ~=—eELOE _ ee many peripheral fields, a man is given all the responsibility — | Le he is able to handle. New ideas and new ways of doing noe _ ae _ | - - things are not only welcome but actively encouraged. 
a a FF — ~=—=S—sété‘_is_eGOThe 18M representative will be interviewing on your campus Bae 

rr . “ . . reer rt this year. He will be glad to discuss with you the many chal- — a ,rti‘“‘_OiOC—CC CC Hienging jobs that are open at | BM—whether in development, \ (| ——— SC Csereesearch, manufacturing, or Programming. Your placement oS es, —~rs—~s~—~—~”r—“—r—S—=<CACSSrr : j 7 6 : 
oe ee >. rr office will make an appointment for you. All qualified appli- ee — ,r—ti“‘SSCS*sisisCi«zsSSS a = & ## | i : . 
el —  rrrr—~—™r——C _ cants will be considered for employment without regard to se . _ _  _—=—=— Cas Co race, creed, color or national origin. Or you may write, out- = — F : . .  rtrti‘i‘(‘iOS lining your background and interests, to: 

| - : *......_ Manager of Technical Employment 
fr, ae IBM Corporation, Dept. 891 

sf oO fe 590 Madison Avenue 
oe.) rh ree oo New York 22, New York oe ,,rrrrtrC—CtsC = ® 

2 rt” - ee — You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company,
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Memories of summer come back, a summer when we a 
met Francie on the Union dock. Now we can look to 
next summer when we will have the chance to eye the 
“girl of October” as she goes to the beach once again. 

The water was warm and a beautiful smile warmed 
the air and the hearts of all the men that were around ’ 
to see a girl out for an early morning swim. Ah, such | 
beuaty isn’t easily forgotten. Maybe one of the very in- i 
dustrious engineers could design a pool for the “engine U 
campus so we wouldn't have to go through the winter mm, 
months without seeing Francie on cold mornings. Winter ee 
in Madison would be bearable then. 

We'll be swimming with you in the future where we aw ms 
can be near Francie. : 
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DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION 

LIQUID HYDROGEN 

THERE'S CHALLENGE TODAY FOR VIRTUALLY 

NUCLEAR 
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EVERY TECHNICAL TALENT AT 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

Almost every scientifically trained man can find stimulating and rewarding career 

opportunities within the broad spectrum of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft activities, 

From the solid foundation of 36 years as a world leader in flight propulsion 

systems, P&WA development activities and research investigations today are far 

ranging. In addition to continuing and concentrated development effort on air 

breathing and rocket engines, new and exciting avenues are being explored in 

every field of advanced aerospace, marine, and industrial power applications. 

The reach of the future ahead is indicated by current programs. Presently, 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is exploring the fringe areas of technical knowledge in : 

magnetohydrodynamics .. . thermionics and thermo-electric conversions . . . hyper- 

sonic propulsion . . . fuel cells and nuclear power. 

To help move tomorrow closer to today, we continually seek ambitious young 

engineers and scientists. Your degree? It can be in: MECHANICAL ® AERO- 

NAUTICAL “ ELECTRICAL * CHEMICAL and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
t& PHYSICS » CHEMISTRY ® METALLURGY ® CERAMICS ® MATHE- 
MATICS » ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. 

The field still broadens. The challenge grows greater. And a future of recognition 

and advancement may be here for you. 

LS a Wy HOT SET TT AT 

For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, 
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Conn. 

LLL aE | TE TA ON SE 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT Si 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation ma" 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS East Hartford, Connecticut « [Ss sy, «FQ 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER Paim Beach County, Florida eee 
ee) S 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color nn gD 
or national origin. 
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Aerial Phot h 

Civil Engi 
by Gerald F. Wesolowski ce 

INTRODUCTION In normal-angle photography the approximately perpendicular to the 
L . apex angle ranges between 50° and mean surface of the Earth. Tilt, as 

ea time during your past 79°, An angle ranging between 80° —_ shown in fig. 2, is that angle be- 
years in school you have prob- and 100° is used for wide-angle tween the plumb line and the op- 
ably heard of photogrammetry. photography. Ordinarily the aerial tical axis of the camera. The tilt 

As the word indicates, there are camera lens has an apex angle of angle should not exceed 3°. cameras and photographs involved, approximately 90°. tilt < 3° 

but what it doesn’t reveal is that Wide-angle photography is com- Note also on fig, 2 that the points airplanes are now being used monly used for government and of intersection of the light rays do 
quite extensively to take these public jobs. The Armed Forces use _ not coincide. This will cause a scale 
photographs. normal-angle photography for discrepancy. However, unless the 

There are two main types of nearly all of their needs. A normal- work being done is extremely par- 
photographs, terrestial and aerial. angle photograph is best for con- ticular, the tilt of the photograph 
Just as the names imply, terrestial structing a mosaic—an assemblage is usually disregarded. This is ex- 
photographs are taken with a sta- of aerial photographs which have ceptable because the tilt angle is 
tionary camera fixed to the Earth, been trimmed and matched to form very small compared to the dis- 
and aerial photographs are taken a continuous photographic repre- tances involved. For example, the 
with special cameras from an air- sentation of a portion of the Earth’s tilt is usually about 2° and the fly- 
plane. Both types have their ad- surface. ing height of the airplane is ap- 
vantages and disadvantages. The . proximately 5,000 feet, depending 
aerial photograph is known best Vertical Photographs upon the use of the photograph. 
for its speed and economy, whereas The vertical photograph is the . 
the terrestial photograph has better most important of aerial photo- Oblique Photographs 
accuracy. graphs and is the easiest to work An oblique photograph, some- 

with. A vertical photograph is that times simply called an oblique, has 
TYPES OF AERIAL which has been taken when the its optical axis tipped from the 
PHOTOGRAPHY optical axis of the camera was held plumb line between 30° and 60°. 

Aerial photography and its pho- worcee-en- CAVERA 
tos can be classified in a number 
of different ways. “Vertical” and . 
“oblique” are the two main types of /\ ~— APIsk 
photographs. As their names imply, C\ ANGLE 
vertical and oblique photos are de- 
rived from the directions their op- 
tical axis are held during the shot. 

This can be subdivided further 
by classifying photography as nor- 
mal-angle photography and wide- 
angle photography. The angle con- 
cerned is that at which the apex 
of the usable cone of light rays 
enters the lens of the cami. (See FIG. I: FIGURE 

fig. 1). ILLUSTRATING THE APEX ANGLE 
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USES OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

The uses of aerial photography 
are many and are increasing from 
year to year. Engineers in industry 
are finding the use of aerial photog- 
raphy very helpful. Those engi- 
neers who work for various govern- 
mental agencies have found that 

eee their work is greatly reduced by 
the use of it. Mapping, for instance, 
is one of the prime uses of aerial 

photography. 

Uses for Engineers in Industry 

Determining Building Sites. A 
Civil Engineer working for a large 
company may be called upon to 
give a suitable location for a new 

FIG. II AMOUNT OF TILT building the company is planning 

There are both high obliques and | 
low obliques. 

High Obliques. An oblique which 
contains the apparent horizon of 
the earth is termed a high oblique. ( TOP VIEW ) 
High obliques are not used very 
often. Their principle use is to 
show relative positioning to some ® ve by b 
structure or site the public is famil- FLIGHT LINE 
iar with. For instance, if a close-up 
of a specific building near Chicago 
was wanted, the optical axis of the fi 
camera could be tipped to include rp 
the famous Prudential Building. ji} 

Low Obliques. A low oblique is i 4 
one which the apparent horizon \ ( REAR VIEW) 
does not show. Low obliques are \ 
used quite extensively with trime- \ 
trigon and convergent photography, / \ 
which are discussed later in this —e J a nee ——— 

report. oa. — — b 

Miscellaneous. Trimetrigon pho- 
tography is done with a system of FIG. 3 TRIMETRIGON PHOTOGRAPHY 

three diferent cameras SgHCLIDT- Convergent photos are very useful to erect. Without the use of aerial 
ized to take pictures at the same | ee cn ; : : . a 3 

. : : when examining a plot of land ste- photography he would have to get 
time. As shown = fig. 3, the area reoscopically. In stereoscopic view- together a small party of men and 
photographed lies in a plane per- ing each eye is allowed to focus begin to run surveys on a few 
pendicular to the flight line. The on the same object, but on differ- choice places he has in mind. How- 
center camera gives a vertical pho- ent photos and in different posi- ever, with the use of aerial photog- 
tograph and the two side cameras tions. Aerial photographs are raphy and a few select maps the 

are set at a specific angle to the usually viewed stereoscopically to party of men can be completely 
plumb line to give two low _ give the viewer a more exact pic- dispensed with and much more 

obliques. ture of the layout of the terrain. area could be examined. Eleva- 

(top view) Most aerial photography is done tions, types of soil, and drainage 

A pair of low obliques taken in by flying parallel flights across an could all be determined from the 
; : oo area, The photos taken during a photographs. 
sequence along a flight line in such flight should have a 60 per cent 

a manner that both photographs overlap in the direction of the Examining of Structures. If, for 
cover essentially the same area, as flight and 30 per cent on each side. example, an engineer wanted to do 

shown in fig. 4 below, are called This is done so that the photos can some research for a building he is 

convergent photographs. be examined stereoscopically. planning to build and wanted re- 
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S \ P- FLIGHT LINE 

AFT PHOPOGRAPH FORWARD PHOTOGRAPH—-—-...__ 

_~ al. oe \\__repramv 

FIG. 4 CONVERGENT PHOTOGRAPHY 

lated information from existing Study of Traffic. With the ever- Determining Distances for Land 
buildings of the same type, he increasing number of automobiles, Surveys. Land distances can be de- 
could determine the scale of his — Civil Engineers must prepare new __ termined quite accurately with a 
photographs. With the scale known methods and ways to keep the few control points between the 
he could then calculate the height heavy flow of traffic moving. Again ground and the photo. Usually for 
of buildings. (For detailed infor- aerial photography can be helpful. this type of work the flying height 
mation and sketches on how this If a series of photos are taken of is relatively low. By merely know- 
can be done, refer to the appen- a city during its rush hours at a ing the scale of the photo, distances 
dix.) By scaling the sides he could __ relatively low altitude, accurate ve- and accurate land boundaries can 
easily determine the overall dimen- hicle counts can be made. By __ be determined. This work is accur- 
sions of the buildings, The photo knowing the number of vehicles ate because all distances are meas- 
is very helpful when information on specific streets, new roads and ured by projecting all points into 
is needed about the building ma- intersections can be planned a common horizontal plane. 
terials. This, of course, could not accordingly. . 
be done at a very high flying Study of High L . I Construction of Maps. The con- 
height, unless special cameras with , Study of Hig way Locations. It struction of maps is one of the i 
longer focal lengths would be used. —* noteworthy Hak highway eng prime uses of aerial photography. | neers have been active in adapting There are the planimetric, topo- 

Uses for Engineers in aerial surveys to ever-widening graphic, and mosaic. A planimetric 
Government Work fields of usefulness in the planning, map is one which shows the hori- | 

Most of the United States has location and design of highways. zontal positioning of selected nat- 
been photographed from the air at The earliest use of aerial Photog- ural features, whereas a_topo- 
least once. This is very helpful  ™@Phy in highway location was as a graphic map also shows relief in 
when information is needed for the supplement to the usual ground — ineasurable form, usually by con- 
construction of maps. The study of | TeConnaissance surveys. These tours, A mosaic can simply be de- 
natural terrain, traflle, and highway ground reconnaissance surveys scribed as one big picture of a 
and canal building sites can be Were conducted by a party of 4 or given land area composed of a 
carried on much better with the 5 men. The purpose of these sur- number of continuous photographs. 
aid of photos. veys was to bring back elevations A planimetric map is made by 

Study of Natural Terrain. With and all other important land fea- scaling a photo for distances then a slight background of soils one can tures which must be considered be- transferring them onto a paper for 
determine the types of soil present fore construction of a highway. mapping. However, the construc- 
from photos. Photos can be very Generally, a profile of the center- tion of a topographic map from a 
misleading to those who have had line of the proposed route would photo is not so simple. A compli- 
no experience with photo interpre- be determined. All information cated “plotter” is used to determine 
tation, For example, loose ground gathered by these surveys can be the elevations from the map and 
will appear nearly white ona black found on aerial photographs in a plot them for the construction of 
and white photo, and tightly much more efficient mamner within contours. These “plotters” are ex- 
packed soil will appear darker. the boundaries of acceptable error. tremely expensive and only large Low land will appear darker than universities, companies, and gov- 
higher land because of the mois- Determination of Canal and Ir- em nt land arve eihexs have 
ture content in the soil. The actual rigation Ditch Sites. Much careful ; men survey > 

type of soil can many times be de- consideration and planning must Then. 
termined because erosion is quite be done before any canal or ditch Miscellaneous Uses. Among the 
evident on a photo. Tf the soil 8 is started. By studying aerial photo- most widely used phases of photo- sandy with a little clay, the drain- . ; ae : ‘ : a . } graphs, drainage patterns can grammetry are the minor, but still age patterns are very evident. Veg- F . . : etation can many times indicate to easily be determined. If the terrain important uses. The common lay- 
the viewer what type of soil is is rough and the ditches aren’t man is not acquainted with read- 
present. For example, sagebrush going to be surfaced, then a grad- ing complicated maps, whereas 
and the lack of trees indicate des- ual slope and big turns must be everyone can interpretate a photo 
ert-like conditions. used to prevent erosion. with little effort. 
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The determination of types of Reduced Costs fill. This illustrates the slight error 
soil is important to the Department Reduction of costs in all the volved when substituting aerial 
of Interior. The type of soil ina elds previously mentioned has photographs for the usual profile 
given area can be determined with een the most important factor for SUtveys_ when making earthwork 
great accuracy, provided the its growth. On recent work in estimations on highway projects. 
viewer has had a good background Massachusetts, for example, the It is possible to locate transmis- 
in soils, Experts can now determine average cost of aerial topographic - sion lines, or pipeline routes com- 
the types of soil to depths up to 6 — maps was $680 per mile for a strip _ Pletely from photographs, but not 
or 10 feet. 6000 feet wide; whereas costs for roads without the aid of a topo- 

With the use of aerial photo- ground surveys and plotting were graphic mek Lowever, _. 
graphs, a petroleum geologist, who about $1500 per mile for a strip a uc ee an te hae > > only 500 feet wide. On a cost-per- photographs. A road can almost 
formerly spent about 90 per cent mile basis, comparable maps made be layed out completely with the 
of his time and effort in keeping by ground survey methods will  US¢ of photos. 
himself located and oriented on the rarely cost less, and will usually Aerial photography has an ex- 
ground and 10 per cent of his time cost more than photogrammetric tremely big advantage over terres- 
on geology, is now able to reverse maps. trial photography, because it is 
these percentages. much quicker to take the shots 

Large lumber companies are Reduced Time and Labor with an airplane than to run a pre- 

using aerial photos for timber eval- With the ever-increasing wages cise traverse eat the terrestrial 
uation. This can be done by ob- Of the working man, time is of theodol sometines wales ie 
serving relative sizes between trees. great importance to the contrac- en pi From higher pees Experts in the field can approxi- tors who have the jobs. The rela- | the photos cover a much arger 

ort : : tive use of aerial photos is largely land area and therefore, more sur- 
mate the number of board feet in an economical question involving rounding detail can be picked up 
a given area with great accuracy. the size of the project, the charac. 00 these photos. 

ter of the terrain, and the availa- Land owners bordering a pro- 
IMPORTANCE OF AERIAL bility of existing photographs to posed highway site may become 

PHOTOGRAPHY suitable scale. disturbed by surveyors as the pre- 
. liminary surveys are being run. 

Aerial photography came with AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY VS Sonera irnes is tends to hard feel- 
the development of the airplane. TERRESTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY ings and controversy before the 
Thus photogrammetry is only about road is even approved. With aerial 
50 years old. During those 50 years Advantages photogrammetry, the proposed 
it has developed from practically Terrestrial photography utilizes route can be studied without 
no use at all, to vast uses by cor- horizontal or oblique photographs, knowledge of it by the land 

porations as well as governmental whereas aerial photogrammetry owner. When the route is shown 
agencies. Its first real test came utilizes vertical or oblique photos. to the land owner, photos are dis- 

during the construction of the Another important difference in layed ne him to lesa 
T.V.A. dam system. The particular the two methods is the positioning and hove at h eae il be oe 
area which was to be used was of the camera—stationary for ter- OM? eI Jane “will, be: used. 
quite desolate and therefore there __ restrial, and movable for aerial. Disadvantages 
were few good maps, if any, of From acrial photographs awk- An important factor to temem- 
certain areas. The engineers in ward grading quantities can be ber when using aerial photographs 
charge decided to photograph the estimated with great accuracy. A jg the error involved during the 
area from the air and use these 7600 foot project in Connecticut taking and interpretation of the 
photos to make their maps, which shows discrepancies of 14 per photos. Errors are due to a num- 
turned out to be very successful. cent in cut and 1.2 per cent in (Continued on page 40) 

so : 

= oo About the Author... 
a a Ay Gerry Wesolowski, a junior in civil engineering from Pu- 

: . . laski, Wisconsin, became interested in aerial photography as 
Ue a result of a C.E. course. He is unmarried and is active in 

‘i the Newman club. 

a 
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The Loop Course is our program con- steel plant. At the end of this period / te ; 

3 ed Gg 

ducted annually for selecting and train- he has a sound basic knowledge of ze ~~. 

ing qualified college graduates for the Bethlehem organization. i a | 

careers with Bethlehem Steel. It was Their First Assignments — At the end 

established 40 years ago. From the ofthe basic course, loopers receive their Breater responsibility. The company 
very beginning, it included an observa- first assignments. Ordinarily a large expects and encourages the looper to 

tional circuit (or “‘loop’’) of a steel majority report to our steelmaking produce, to make steady progress. 

plant, ergo the name. Many men hold- plants, where they attend orientation Regular reports as to his work and 

ing key positions with Bethlehem to- programs much like the initial one at PFOBTESS are made to department heads | 
day entered the company through the Bethlehem, but more specialized. Dur- —and annual reports to divisional : 

Loop Course. ing this period plant management vice-presidents—throughout his career. 

Promotion from Within—The Loop Closely observes each loopet’s apti- Emphasis on Technical Degrees — 
Course is specifically designed to pro- tudes and interests, with the objective Because of the nature of Bethlehem’s 
vide management personnel. Since itis Of assigning him to the department or activities, the greatest demand is for 
our policy to promote from within, it job for which he appears to be best men with technical degrees, especially 

is vital that competent men, well- fitted, and corresponding as closely as those in mechanical, metallurgical, in- 

grounded in our practices and policies, possible to his educational background dustrial, electrical, chemical, civil, and 

be available to fill management open- and work preferences. mining engineering. 

ings as they occur. And, due to Bethle- jali: ining — < a cope 
1 BS : _ rowth, there has | Specialized Training ta = Read Our Booklet—The eligibility 
nem’s stead owth, there has been z 5 

iaele of av rtunities to advan ed for sa “ munIng, iP 7 ing, requirements for the Loop Course, as 
no lack ortunities to advance. 5 t inis- : # PI research, and the Se minis well as a description of the way it 

The Basic Course—Every looper at-  tve departments, proceed tom the operates, are more fully covered in our 
tends the initial five-week course held basic course ro specialized training booklet, ‘‘Careers with Bethlehem Steel 

at our home office in Bethlehem, Pa., ploprems: varying according to the and the Loop Course.”’ It will answer 

beginning early in July. He attends — ‘YP€ of work, many questions undergraduates may 

orientation lectures, listens to dis- Preparing for Advancement—As the have. Copies are available in most college 

cussions by management men on all looper gains in ability, experience, and placement offices, or may be obtained by 

phases of company operations, and knowledge, and as openings occur, he writing to Manager of Personnel, Beth- 

makes daily trips through the local is moved into positions of increasingly lehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa. 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. 

~ BETHLEHEM STEEL Qj 
‘ ridi8 
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Quality is the key to success at Western Electric 

Admittedly, our standards are high at Western Electric. of his career — while advancing just as fast as his abilities 
But engineering graduates who can meet them, and who allow. And he'll be secure in the knowledge that he is 
decide to join us, will begin their careers at one of the best growing with a company dedicated to helping America set 
times in the history of the company. For plentiful oppor- the pace in improving communications for a rapidly grow- 
tunities await them in both engineering and management. ing world. 

As we enter a new era of communications, Western 
Electric engincers are carrying forward assignments that Challenging opportunities exist now at Western Electric for electrical, 
affect the whole art of telephony from electronic devices to mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical chen , P “ science, liberal arts, and business majors. All qualified applicants will 
high-speed sound transmission. And, in the management receive careful consideration for employment without regard te race, 
category alone, several thousand supervisory jobs will be creed, color or national origin. For more information about Western 
available to W.E. people within the next 10 years. Many Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6105, 
of these new managers will come from the class of 62. 222 Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to arrange for a > + os ce fi Western Electric interview when our college representatives visit your 

Now’s the time for you to start thinking seriously about campus. 
the general work area that interests you at Western Electric, 
the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Telephone 
System. Then when our representative comes to your f Ic 
campus, you'll be prepared to discuss career directions that fern Elec Sr 
will help make the interview profitable. wes = 

After a man joins Western Electric, he will find many = 
programs that will aid him in exploring the exciting course MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY erin UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Winston-Salem, N. C. ; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, 
Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla. Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill., and 
Littie Rock, Ark, Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 
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Chemical Eng. Bldg. at left; Mechanical Eng. Bldg. at center; Main Research Bldg. at right. . 

For this great, future-probing 

U. S. RUBBER RESEARCH CENTER 
oe a ee JENKINS VALVES assure trouble-free i =p a 

. . oe | -@ 4 — i 

control of the entire piping system |: fen == 

. a: err oe 
Here, in a complex of modern buildings on a wooded New Jersey v c.. a S scare * 

hilltop, a staff of over 400 are making tomorrow’s miracles out ‘ C a —n 

of today’s mysteries. Here, they’re future-probing the possibilities — ¥ \ Me i 

in rubber and tires, of course. But the quest also covers all the D1 ee ae N ; 
other present-day interests of U. S. Rubber Co. ... plastics, chem- = @ ee’ \ ye ~ 

icals, textiles, and endless uses of such materials. aN ne EN 
Ue tS Sena | 

The Research Center scientists and building experts controlled : me} ih = ee Sve ne 
the selection of equipment for their $7,000,000 “home.” Jenkins A a ‘ 4 eo 

Valves were widely used to control the piping systems. we eee Eh 4 

Make the specification “JENKINS” your safeguard against valve L_¥ ne oo 
trouble and the high cost of valve maintenance. You pay no more “ 7 ee _ a 
for Jenkins Valves. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave., New York 17. Thousands of Jenkins Valves control the piping system. 

Architects: SHREVE, LAMB & HARMON J N I N S 
General Contractor: GEORGE A. FULLER COMPANY 

Consulting Engineer: Syska & HENNESSY, INC. | | ( 

Heating, Air Conditioning, Piping Contractor: FRANK A. MCBRIDE 
MOST TRUSTED TRADEMARK IN THE VALVE WORLD S ® 

. . 3 e SINCE 1864 

Available From Leading Distributors Everywhere Serkins roy 
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Monorail “Airtrain” — a compact, high- Monorail design demands strong, And Nickel Stainless Steel is a natural 
speed transportation system that willbe weight-saving metals. Logical choice: for skin and trim on cars—its excellent 
automatic and practically noiseless. Nickel-containing materials such as  strength-to-weight ratio permits thin- 
Construction is now being planned by nickel steels for the basic structure, ner gauge body shells for dead-weight 
leading U.S. cities to provide efficient, nickel steel castings for underframes, reduction, its handsome finish stays 
low-cost urban transit. Lightweight trucks, other load-bearing assemblies. virtually maintenance-free. 
eS 
How Inco Nickel helps engineers make new designs possible and practical 
a 

When engineers design a transit a jl yo 
system, a nuclear ocean liner, or a Cr. a 7 | ] 7 
gas-turbine car, chances are Nickel, . i a : ] y . 
or one of its alloys can help the equip- } — 8 _ ee 
ment perform better. Nickel-contain- [7 7 7 Ag. (0 [————— — 
ing metals can provide valuable | = 9 JVARNU = ~~ ——— 
combinations of corrosion resistance, [i == 
ductility, workability, and strength Ae oe. —== it == 
at extreme high and low tempera- ‘ Paes Siti ... al tures. Over the years, Inco has Ma, Vala SA ee ae aaa ty —— developed new alloys and gathered (7 = sagque “hide “QURigMER, Mis -"? | / is 
data on the performance of materials | tia <t'Eeie 
under demanding service conditions. |? ee > ; J This data is available to help solve . i aT lle | 
future metal problems. . 38 billion light years — that’s how far Magnetic memory. This tiny part takes Write to Inco Educational Services this 66-story telescope can “see” into advantage of the unusual magnetic be- 
—ask for List “A”. You’ll find descrip- space. Nickel in steel gave engineers a havior of a twisted high-nickel alloy 
tions of 200 Inco publications cover- material tough enough to maintain pre- _ wire. Interwoven wire can store thou- 
ing applications and properties of cision in the rotating mechanism even _ sands of “bits” of information magnet- 
Nickel and its alloys. with anticipated 20,000 ton load. Nickel ically, ready to answer the computer’s 

. . used in steel members provided high call. When twisted, this high-nickel 
The International Nickel Company, Inc. _ strength at minimum weight to support alloy shifts magnetization direction 

67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y. the giant reflector. from longitudinal to a helical path. 

US 

i, INTERNATIONAL NICKEL. 
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) —producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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Professor Myers is one of many professors around the engineer- 
ing campus who remain anonymous to most of the undergraduates. 
This occurs because he devotes most of his time to teaching advanced 
courses in thermodynamics and directing the work of graduate stu- 
dents doing research in the same field. 

Professor Myers received his high school education at Sinclair 
Rural High School near Lovewell, Kansas. After receiving a Bache- 
lors Degree in Commerce and Mathematics from McPherson College 
in 1940 and a Bachelors Degree in Mechanical Engineering with high 
honors from Kansas State College in 1942, he came to Wisconsin 
where he was awarded his Masters Degree in 1944 and his PhD in 
1947; both in the field of Mechanical Engineering. He has been on the 
staff at Wisconsin since 1942; attaining his present position of Profes- 
sor of Mechanical Engineering in 1955. 

Most of Professor Myers’ research has been done in the field of 
internal combustion engines. In connection with this work he has co- 
authored some 19 papers in the field and has helped devise many new 
devices for the measurement of the high but transient temperatures 
found inside the cylinders of an internal combustion engine. 

Five fraternities claim Professor Myers as a member. They are: 
Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Tau, Pi Tau Sigma, and Tau Beta Pi. 
In 1949 he received the Pi Tau Sigma Gold Medal Award for “Out- 
standing achievement in Mechanical Engineering within ten years 
after graduation . . .” He is also a member of ASME, SAE (Past Chair- 
man of the Milwaukee Section) and is the holder of a Professional 
Engineer's license. 

His outside interests mark him as an outdoorsman. Among such 
interests camping, boating and photography hold the three top spots. 
Professor Myers is the father of three girls and a pair of 18 month old 
twin boys. That must be some crew to take camping. 
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we F 5 and pressurization system. : 
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= pump, alternator and 
‘ : cryogenic fuel supplies. 

‘ 5. Attitude control system. - 6, Instrumentation... flight data 
F ... reaction motor, fuel and physiological 

and attitude controls. Lue ite RNAs 

Manned space flight requires reliable and data computer systems; and small gas turbines for 
efficient thermal and atmospheric systems plus _ both military and industrial use. 
secondary power equipment. Complete, integrated An orientation program lasting several months 
systems (such as those pictured above) are under in diversified areas is available to every newly- 
study at Garrett’s AiResearch Manufacturing graduated engineer to aid in his placement. It 
Divisions. Their design reflects 20 years of leader- includes working on assignment with experienced 
ship in airborne and space systems, including engineers in laboratory, preliminary design and 
NASA’s Project Mercury life support system. development projects. 

Other project areas at Garrett include: solar For further information about a career with The 
and nuclear power systems for space applications; Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 
electronic systems, including centralized flight in Los Angeles. 

THE GARRETT CORPORATION »* AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions * Los Angeles 45, 
California * Phoenix, Arizona + other divisions and subsidiaries: Airsupply-Aero Engineering 
AiResearch Aviation Service + Garrett Supply * Air Cruisers + AiResearch Industrial + Garrett 
Manufacturing Limited * Marwedel + Garrett International S.A. « Garrett (Japan) Limited 
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Y ia for an answer... oo 
o a. If that’s the kind of scientist or engineer ~~ <= 
ae _- you want to be, then Jet Propulsion Laboratory -* 

_ , is your kind of place. 0 Here at the foot of the mountains 
4 in Pasadena, California, JPL people are designing the spacecraft : 

| that will Jand instruments on the Moon and planets. 1 They’re using 

down-to-earth investigations for their probe into space. They want to know 

what the Moon is made of. If there’s life on other planets. They have to know. They 
will know. (1) If you'll only take know for an answer, then discover the many disciplines 

involved in other-world exploration. Write today for your copy of “Missions Into Space/Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory”. € All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment 

without regard to race, creed or national origin/U.S. citizenship or current security clearance required. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY ; 
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California - 

. Operated by California Institute of Technology for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration | 
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2 ras Some straight talk 
may Ff A 

ee t i about a career 
Tameside al sting - = 
/ a ‘ . : 

| 3 * at American Oil 
| . 2 Bs . 

| 
by Kiger Zhe 

€ A opel i “This Company recognizes the value of varied 
ioe 2 ee, co y, experience, and encourages you to broaden your 

EN | i] a knowledge.” 
Sie C2 aaa ter Roger Fisher, B.Ch.E. from Cornell and Ph.D. 

pai, * eee or hea} candidate from Princeton is one of many young 
re a on ™ oe scientists and engineers at American Oil shaping 

0 ae =.’ fe : the future for himself, his Company and the 
] La hi E ae “f Pi, industry. At 26, he has earned a Fulbright 

\ i i. - ies Pa Scholarship and will take a year’s leave of 
eLhmU ae ¢°™ absence to continue his graduate research on 

A 7 *. , solids mixing at the University of Osaka, Japan. 
ee 4 2 “American Oil is looking for broad-gauge 

} rg 5 Um research people,’’ Roger adds. ‘In the long run, 
f r a i |. the Company benefits as well as the professional 

7 | a A who continues to grow in his own or in several 
7. 4 i se fields of research.” 

Pst a _ 2. : Roger’s present assignment at American Oil 
* Oh Sree / involves applied research—to plan, design, build 

bs wo fF and operate bench scale lab equipment, to study 
Ce ! : @ al = . the kinetics of catalytic cracking. His is one of 
“ nr) eS So _ . many diversified projects at American Oil Com- 
apt >. ST Le pany. Chemists, chemical engineers, physicists, 
Sa Pa - aS _ ee mathematicians and metallurgists can find inter- 

hy Larry > | = esting and important work in their own fields. 
s im 6 _ 1 The ability of American Oil to attract bright 
a. | — young scientists and engineers like Roger Fisher 

at y ‘ oe ™ might have special meaning to you. For complete 
— » yy. uN information concerning career opportunities in 

———" & 4 = 4 » | Z| the Research and Development Department of 
Se 3 “ae | 4 American Oil, write D. G. Schroeter, American 
> us Sy Me . 5 | Oil Company, P. O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana. 

ye \5 , oN IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS, 
as. ye j Fr LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS 
Py = Ly -— . oo ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN 
fo Sed yo . -_ SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS: 
a I — ‘ i . New and unusual polymers and plastics @ Organic ions under 

~ . - _ — _ C4 electron impact @ Radiation-induced reactions @ Physiochemical 
~~ XO So i ot a nature of catalysts @ Fuelcells @ Novel separations by gas 

4 me — | chromatography @ Application of computers to complex technical 
_ problems @ Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic 

: acids e@ Combustion phenomena @ Solid propellants for use with 
— missiles @ Design and economics: New uses for present products, 

new products, new processes @ Corrosion mechanisms @ Devel- 
. opment of new types of surface coatings 

@ 

GTA) STANDARD OIL 
Re DD owision oF american oi. COMPANY 

ii NATIONAL MARKETING AFFILIATE OF STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) 
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by John C. Ebsen ee’65 

FALLOUT EQUIPMENT Space Vehicles and Extra-terrestrial plants perform the conversion from 

Experiments recently carried out Stations at Purdue University here carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. 

in England have shown that that green plants have the ability This reaction, Chappelle be- 

drunken mice are better able to to convert the deadly gas, carbon lieves, is closely related to photo- 

withstand radiation than sober monoxide, into harmless carbon synthesis—nature’s process for pro- 

ones, reports Product Engineering, dioxide. ducing “food” and oxygen from 
McGraw-Hill publication. Due to Thus a closed ecological system carbon dioxide and water in the 

the tests, science has given formal utilizing green plants could serve presence of light. The resultant 

approval to what may be the most the dual purpose of providing oxy- oxygen reacts with carbon monox- 

valuable item in a well-equipped = 8? for the space travelers to ide in the atmosphere to form car- 

falleout shelter. breathe and of keeping the level bon dioxide, which can be used 
of carbon monoxide at non-toxic further by the plant to continue 

RIAS SCIENTIST SUGGESTS SOLU- concentrations. the cycle. 

TION TO CARBON MONOXIDE In his research, supported by the In his experiments living plant 

IN SPACE SHIP Air Force School of Aviation Medi- cells. were exposed in a closed 

Unlocking the secrets of green cine, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, chamber to carbon monoxide, 

plant life may be a key to man’s Chappelle found that chlorella, a which had been “labeled” with the 

survival in prolonged space travel, rather common sreen algae, per- radio-isotope carbon-14. Measure- 

a biochemist said recently. formed the Conversion most effi- ments of the amount of carbon-14 

In searching for these secrets, ciently within the group of 25 — in the plant cells indicated the ex- 
Emmett W. Chappelle, a research plants ested. ; tent of the reaction. 

scientist at RIAS, The Martin Among the higher plants the 

Company’s Research Institute for most effective agent for rendering WORTH EVERY PENNY 
Advanced Study in Baltimore, has carbon monoxide harmless was the 

uncovered a possible new  solu- cucumber, suggesting the possibil- The first U.S. communications 

tion for protecting future space ity that space stations of the fu- satellite system will cost some $250 

explorers from toxic carbon mon- ture could contain vegetable gar- million over the next decade, but 

oxide produced within the ship dens and possibly small trees. itll be worth it, Electronics, Mc- 

by electrical systems, fuel com- As a biochemist engaged in ba- Graw-Hill publication, states. The y y gag 
bustion units, and the occupants sic research with the photosynthe- system will meet coming needs for 
themselves. sis group at RIAS, he is striving to trunkline communications at a 30th 

Chappelle told the symposium arrive at a better understanding of the cost of equivalent cable serv- 
on Microbiological Applications for the mechanism whereby green ice today. 
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MICROWAVE DATA-TRANSMISSION | NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION INC. 

The world’s fastest and most re- =) MICROWAVE DATA-TRANSMISSION 
liable commercial application of | | 
computer and microwave transmis- | Fee ont MOUNTAIN 

sion equipment is in operation to- | fae. 
day at North American Aviation, 4 ei My 

George Bynum, Corporate Man- A f H * 
ager of Integrated Data Process- UA i if My 
ing, said the system provides | \ i Hi ‘ 
the company with an answer to _)? fn ® i ‘, 
the mounting industrial problem | Y ea : , 

of how to obtain high speed = 4. ION Na hi ht 5 
communications to effect fast turn- a | omen ONE . 
around time, especially on engi-  » g gts % 

neering and high-volume commer- se Tee 4 

cial applications. The hookup, =} ibs sce os GIvigion # 

expanded from a system installed == 2 — 
in 1960, has more than tripled its <2. 0 Ve, ee AUTONETICS DIVISION 
ene ee el CLUlF \| = SPACE & INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

bility by shifting peak computation 
loads to IBM 7090 equipment re- 

cently installed at the three focal computer services, balancing com- _ performed by rearranging the in- 
divisions. No longer might equip- puter workloads, and allowing on- ternal structure of a solid semi- 
ment be standing idle at Autonetics line operation of remote terminals. conductor crystal. Electronic be- 
when Rocketdyne or Los Angeles havior occurring within or between 

computers have over-capacity WESTINGHOUSE SCIENTISTS DEM- regions in the crystal gives the 

loads. ONSTRATE ‘MOLECULAR same effect as an entire electronic 
; . SLIDE RULE’ circuit (subsystem), or even a 

Newly-installed IBM equipment oo. whole system 
is capable of receiving and trans- Scientists at the Westinghouse TI itist . d dividi 

mitting at full IBM magnetic tape segeaiiol Tsboriteries have: seman f ti ” * ey ca +} ee 
read and writing speed (62,500 strated a unique electronic device  {WNCHON pertormed by the new 

ad a 4, which might best be described as functional block is equivalent to 

characters per second). a “molecular slide rule.” The tiny that done by an array of four sep- 
Bynum said the system provides device electronically performs mul- arate diodes, or three diodes and 

a solution to North American’s  tiplication and division by a proc- 2 transistor. The functional block, 

problem of sending great volumes ess similar to that used in the fa- however, is capable of greater ac- 
of information over long distances  ™iliar mechanical slide rule so vidact than the assembly of indi- 

for the purpose of centralizing Widely used for mathematical visa components. 5 calculations. The new functional electronic 
Yet the new multiplier-divider block multiplies by adding together 

has no conventional electronic com. _- Voltages that are logarithms of the 
m ponents or circuitry. quantities to be multiplied. The 

ia It is simply a solid slice of sili- i ae a 4 i is the power 
y isl con about the size of the head of ae aot a tb base ee (usu 

e See oy a thumbtack and as thick as a few ally 10) must be raised in order to 
£ Se sheets of paper. edna’ ad number (called the 

Bist The molecular slide rule is the on ae : ai 
Pr .3 A. | latest subsystem, or functional elec- Be OEE 8 ide gle per 
| ve _ tronic block, to be demonstrated forms in @ sumnilar “way, but elec ao | : by Westinghouse through the prin- tronically by means of semiconduc- 

Pie ot teste cadens” 32 ftom, Anlst’ coment : to _ a 28 age 

2 . 7 (don new ee weecuans epee a fnnntiors Proportional to 
a items, t garithm of the current. An 

input of two currents into two 
It does away with traditional junctions gives a voltage which is 

: circuits built from arrays of elec- their logarithmic sum. The anti- 
tronic components such as tubes, logarithm, measured at the output 
transistors, resistors, and the like. of the functional block, is the prod- 

Instead, the same function is uct of multiplying them together. 
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Your Fut in El Hugh 
As the West's leader in advanced electronics, Hughes is engaged in some of the most dramatic and 

critical projects ever envisioned. Challenges for your imagination and development are to be found in 

such diversified programs as: 

Project Surveyor (soft lunar landing) Communications Satellites ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS 

3-dimensional Radars Digital Computer Systems B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates 

Plasma Physics, lon Propulsion Hydrospace Electronics Members of our staff will conduct 

Solid State Materials and Devices Infrared CAMPUS 
s ‘ INTERVIEWS 

These are among the more than 500 outstanding programs now in prog- N ber 28, 1961 

ress at Hughes. These programs require the talents of E.E’s and Physi- jevembe ' / 

cists who desire to work with professional scientists in research, de- ind gut more: enous te wi esrance ct 

velopment and manufacture. tion allowances and progressive benefit 
plans offered by Hughes. For interview 

In addition, Hughes sponsors advanced degree programs for aca- appointment or. Informational, Wterature 

demic growth. These programs provide for advanced degree study Br write Colleue. Placement ‘Oftice, 
at many leading universities. Hughes, Culver City, California. 

An equal opportunity employer. 

Creating a new world with Electronics 
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Here is a newly designed beer barrel made by The Benson Manufacturing Company of Kansas City, Missouri. The stainless steel 
was supplied by Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation. The barrel will carry 1514 gallons of the amber liquid. 
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i dollar per pound, which compares ae 
Foamed Alumiiuin quite favorably with other con- THE Al 
(Continued from page 12) Gteaehor: MAETIAlS: : oO 

tion. All this is achieved at lower BRLIOGRAPHY, oa 

cost than with materials now used. 1. This and other information was taken | a, 
Industrial Construction from brochures published by the | | fey 

Foamalum Corporation, and made LIS 

In. industrial construction, the available to me by M. L. Roberts, | LS 

uses include those listed for home President of the Corp. “Ultra-Light- | ae 
construction plus curtain-wall pan- weight Aluminum Foam”, Modern DP Metals, V. 13, Oct. 1959, p. 68-70. 
els, room dividers, and many uses 3. “Aluminum ‘Foam Opens) New In- o re 

where the natural texture surface dustry”, il Steel 144:71 Je 8, 1959. Li. 

can add effect. | / i. 
| 4 | 

Marine Construction | lL 

Foamalum has numerous appli- Aerial Photography - | 

cations for marine construction (Continued from page 24) | , L 

due to its buoyancy and the corro- | | 

sion resistance of aluminum. Boats, ber of factors regarding the posi- / 
barges, docks, piers, buoys, and tioning of the camera. First, the | LA MOST 
airplane pontoons are some of the — exact horizontal position of the pe 
uses in which this product. will camera cannot be determined. | / Y IMPORTANT 
give longer life and increased Next, the flying height of the air- | Lo, 
safety over materials now used. plane cannot be determined ac- | L — J FACTORS | 

curately because of air pockets . / as, 
Specialized Uses and currents at high altitudes. Le _/ mn your i 

Many uses of foamed aluminum — Another important feature is that be / El 
are practical in more specialized almost always there is some tilt in working | 
fields. Some of them are floating a photo, which can cause great o 
covers for oil storage, replacement difficulty if it is large. (Tilt was life © 
of “honeycomb” structures in the discussed earlier, on page 5 of this | pS 

aircraft and missile industries; ra- report. ) Also, clarity in photo- | mpeg most important factors . zg 
diation insulation; advertising and graphs requires good atmospheric | jy your working life are & 
road signs; truck trailers and rail- _ conditions—freedom from clouds, | your 5 skilled fingers and 4 
road cars; and numerous uses as — mist, smoke, or severe haze. In | your A.W.FABER-CASTELL A 
core material. some parts of the world, such ideal | #9000 Drawing Pencil. ev 

Of course any such categorized conditions may occur only one or You may prefer LOCKTITE : y 
listing as this merely scratches the two days of the year. Finally, | #9g00gq Tel-A-Grade & 
surface of the possible uses of such ground control points for mapping | Jead holder with CASTELL 8 
a versatile structural material, but are hard to find if there is snow or #9080 Drawing Leads. oR 
It can serve as an aid in envision- tree foilage to a great extent on We are strictly impartial. S 5 

ing further uses. the photo. You be the sole judge. In Bw 

The largest advantage of terres- either case you will get ha 
ae Aig ee trial photography over aerial | graphite-saturated lines that Ae 

photography is that the camera’s | won't flake, feather or burn iE 
The exceptional lightness of horizontal positioning along with | out—black, bold image ow 

foamalum is its outstanding fea- its elevation can be determined at density, crisply opaque for oh 
ture. However, in reviewing its any time during a survey. A spe- clean, sharp prints. 20 io 

other properties it is seen that cial type of instrument is used Duidly controled degrees, | hd 
many of the desired features of a with the camera so that the exact BE) 10 LOH .earhias:precise as he 

? : : . wae’ a machine tool. LOcKTITE | 
structural material such as good azimuth of the optical axis is Tel-A-Grade, with its finger- | ae 
workability, rust and rot resistance known for each photo. comforting grip, carries an —— 
and a good compression and ten- ironclad 2-year guarantee od 
sile strength-weight compression CONCLUSION from A.W.FABER-CASTELL. _—— 

are present in this product. Is it Pick up your selection at your S=4 

economically feasible? This ques- The oS a and ne impor- | college store today. —— 
tion must be answered before an tance of aerial photographs were — 
further consideration of use can be discussed to a great erent Aerial AW.FABER-CASTELL et 
made. At present the entire pro- photography, terrestrial photogra- Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N. J. — 
duction of foamed aluminum is phy and ground survey methods | Now celebrating its _ Ss 
contracted for well in advance in- were compared with each other to | 200% birthday se Ss . fea | 
dicating that its usefulness justifies illustrate their relative advantages et PASe Ws 

its cost. As new plants are brought and disadvantages. BA ae | 
into production the retail price Up-to-date information on exist- FA 
should be reduced to around one (Continued on page 43) Zz 
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“I’ve been an engineer with Texaco for over three years now. Hard work? You bet! But it’s 

a challenge—and interesting work, too. As a member of a team assigned to a special project, 

I’m learning every day, and feel that I’m really contributing. I’ve found Texaco a good company 

to be with—a leader in the industry.” Build a rewarding career for yourself with Texaco. There are 

excellent opportunities for young men with any of a wide variety of engineering or science degrees. 

Contact your placement office or write Mr. J. C. Kiersted, Texaco Inc., 185 East 42nd (Fexaco 

Street, New York 17, N. Y. Your inquiry will receive prompt and careful consideration. wK 

Qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color or national origin. 
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Saye e he 

What does <slin do for a living? 

lot of thi A lot of things. 
Some of them 

Olin conceives new products at a ' h . enicillin was first crystallized, scientists 
rate of no less than one fwveck, Some mig t SU rp rise how probe for a By2 antagonist to arrest 
appear under our own name. Others e cancer. On any given day, 150 of our 
bring fame to our customers. you e Rea cl th iS. drugs or new dosages may be undergoing 

Did you know that Olin pioneered clinical tests throughout the world. 
liquid chlorine and synthetic ammonia the manufacture of many new “wonder” From Olin’s SQUIBB DIVISION 

in the U.S.? Is a leader in agricultural plastics. We recently developed smoke- Olin even works on your leisure, 
chemicals and synthetic detergent build- _ less Ball Powder® with many immediate _ with sporting arms and ammunition. We 
ers? Makes the hydrazine derivatives uses, and many more astonishing poten- _ discovered a new way to make a shotgun 
used as missile fuels? Some of the work __ tials. New and better explosives, deto- barrel by winding 500 miles of Fiber- 
of our CHEMICALS DIVISION __nators and blasting caps are challenges _glas® around a thin steel liner. It is 

Common clay is now anything but in Olin’’s ORGANICS DIVISION superior to all-steel barrels on many 
“common,” In the lab, we recently devel- Our research teams are probing for counts. Ammunition research led to 
oped an economical process to convert new films to keep foods fresh longer. development of powder-actuated tools 
clay into—of all things—alumina. We work with packaging materials from for faster, stronger fastenings in con- 
Stronger metals, new alloys, and metal cellophane to kraft paper, corrugated struction. At our WINCHESTER- 
sources that would have made alchemists boxes to lumber. The seemingly incon- WESTERN DIVISION 
scoff in disbelief, are now being pio-  gruous quests for crisper potato chips, Olin products are sold in virtually 
neered byour METALS DIVISION __ lighter weight printing papers and more _ every free country in the world. Sales, 

Our organic intermediates—those _ effective cigarette filters are all part of service and manufacturing for overseas 
polysyllabic tongue twisters only chem- — Olin’s PACKAGING DIVISION _ markets are the responsibilities of our 
ists can pronounce easily —are used in In the very research center where INTERNATIONAL DIVISION 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, 460 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
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Aerial Photography Math Prof.: “Give me an exam- Chemical Analysis of Kiss 

(Continued from page 40) ple of an inagmary Sp heroid. Properties: Ethereal in nature. 
E.E.: “A rooster’s egg. 

. 1 ji ; Taste, sweet: color, colorless to 
fen the Map SE a ae red. Is not affected by water, but 

of the United States Geological On a windy day, a young lady reacts strongly to alcohol, 
Survey. was having trouble keeping her Occurrence: Cars, porches, par- 

If a more detailed description is ss at noticed nd cli lors, and parks. In most cases the 
desired regarding parts of this addressed ae ae a sae compound has only a transitory ex- 

report, a complete listing of the “Te is cbsiour on vee seat eon istence, but it may exist for a con- 
it ieeok may be found in the tleman.” y si siderable period of time. 
ibliography. * . ae . . . . 

The man replied, “It’s obvious Chemical Behavior: It quickly 
BIBLIOGRAPHY you are not either.” breaks up when exposed to a 

(1) Meyer, Carl F. Route Surveying, Sec- ae 6 bright light, but it seems more sta- 
ond Edition, Scranton, Pennsylvania, ble b > light. It f I 
International Textbook Co., 1957. “Give me another d of . e by moonlight. It frequently ‘ > 2a pound of your 

(2) Moffitt, Francis H. Photogrammetry, anit powder.”-said the ChE rushing plays the part of a catalyst produc- 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, International — Sf POwCer, sarc’ the GAL rushing ing bonds of a more permanent 
Textbook Co., 1959. into the store. ature, The : P f th 

(3) Davis, Raymond E. and_ Foote, “[’m glad to see that you like the — DatUre- @ appearance of the 
Francis S. Surveying, Fourth Edition, powder,” said the clerk. parent compound produces a quick 

New ak McGraw-Hill Book Co., “Yes” snapped the customer, aod vidlent ap lacoient of the in 

° . “I've got one ant unconscious with ividual member of tne: compounc.. 
wee the first pound and I figured I'll be Future Development: Although 

“Beg your pardon, but aren’t you able to kill him with the second.” it is not new, it is constantly being 
an engineering student?” kd rediscovered. Very little is known 

“No. it’s just that I couldn’t find about the nature of the compound, 
my suspenders this morning, my Larry: “Do you know what good in spite of the fact that many heads 
razor blades were gone, and a bus __ clean fun is?” are busily engaged on the problem 
ran over my hat.” Lou: “No, what good is it?” until late every night. 

Why America’s state highway 

engineers give first choice to Modern High-Type 
Asphalt Pavement: The graph on the left shows you that in 1958 alone the use of high-type 

Asphalt pavement increased 618% over 1940. This is because advances 

in engineering know-how, in Asphalt technology and in the develop- 8) ig P sy P’ 
ment of the mechanical paver have made modern, high-type Asphalt 
pavement the first choice of highway engineers. Its more economical 

MILEAGE BUILT ANNUALLY construction and low maintenance costs have saved many millions of 
Ml kept America’s wheels rolling. BY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS SE OUAES Bid SATEEN P WRERIS PONS 

ies: Recent engineering advances have developed new, DEEP 

ae STRENGTH Asphalt pavement which will provide even bet- 

HIGH - TYPE ter performance and greater pavement economy in the future. 
BITUMINOUS 

| The tax savings possible will amount to millions of dollars and will 
2.009 LAVIN mean more and better local and interstate roads for our nation. 

Your future success in civil engineering can depend on your knowledge 
i of modern asphalt technology and construction. Send for your free 

som / “Student Kit” about Asphalt technology. Prepare for your future now! 

Ribbons of velvet smoothness . . « DEEP STRENGTH 
nes | ASPHALT-paved Interstate Highways Ag 

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE 9 
Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland ae Lo) 

os 
JIN SZ [ 5,000 iW WN i Gentlemen: Please send me your free student portfolio 

HLL | Hl PORTLAND | on Asphalt Technology and Construction. 

| Dy L aa CEMENT I 
| PRL HET | Jettere fy “es 

"AQ “41 “42-43-4445 46 47 “48-49 “50 “51 “52 “53 “SH “35 “6 157 58 | AXES 8 

I OI ici aia Sections ctemascn RINT To cnmeeensinineaescnienssmainetiianseti 

‘SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of Public Roads |) scHoop___ 
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The bride of a talkative fellow — I serve one purpose in this school The M.E.’s wife found her hus- 
complained of his conduct during On which no man can frown band in a bar, sampled the high- 
their honeymoon. She said all he I quietly sit in every class ball he was drinking, and de- 
did was jabber, jabber, jabber. And keep the average down. manded, “How can you drink such 

coe horrible stuff?” 
eee BR eae che “, i 

Have you heard the new radio th es ee ie aaa and all 
program about the girl who wanted A young lady with a touch of havi nee OU nous was on 
two bathrooms? It’s called “The hay fever took with her two hand- raving a good time! 
Wife’s Other John.” kerchiefs to a dinner party. She eee 

ee stuck one of them in her bosom. A vulgar man is one who stares 
. : At dinner she began rummaging to _at a co-ed’s figure when she’s doing 

Phe girl on the bus was reading the right and the left in her bosom, __ her best to display it. 
about pete and a pat searching for the fresh handker- awe 
suddenly she me d Ue a tot KK OK, x - C < side her and said, "Do you know ‘heh: Engrossed in her search, she ine quiet little freshman co-ed 

é ‘eien OE -edthe: a m: ’ Bah gas ¢ A ~ from the country was on her first that every time I breathe a man gation had ceased and people were ; 7, 4 
dies?” watching her, fascinated. college date, and — beyond “Very interesting,” he returned, In confusion she murmured. “I words. She didn’t want to appear 

“Why don’t you try Clorets?” know I had two when I came in!” sountadtiod a dia ‘bad Put on nes 7 eue as prettiest dress, got a sophisticated 

oes «ee hair-do, and was all prepared to 
Notice to the Milk Depot: We talk understandingly

 
about music, 

are a little short of milk just now Susie married an official of the art, or politics. 

.. Some of our best cows are out Three-In-O
ne 

Oil Company. In Her hero took her to a movie, 

having a bull session. about two years she gave birth to and then to the favorite college 
oo 8 triplets. Upon hearing this, her sis- cafe. 

One supervisor was telling an- ter immediately cancelled her en- “Two beers,” he told the waiter. 

other, “When I walk through the — $@gement. Her fiance was an offi- She, not to be outdone, ar 
typist section I feel like a piece of _ Cial of the Phillips 66 Company. mured, “The same for me. 

uranium approaching a whole bat- ewe oes 
tery of geiger counters. . .” “Did you see that donkey fall 
“What do you mean?” the other Sweet young thing: “Am I the down and break his leg?” 

man asked. first girl you ever kissed?” “No, did they blame the driver?” 
“The closer T come the faster Engineer: “Now that you men- “No, they said it was the 

they click.” tion it, you do look familiar.” asphalt.” 
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Technician preparing for motion-picture studies of a model 
in the testing tank at Stevens Institute of Technology. 

V * ° -you'l find Photography at Work with you 

The engineer designing and con- field of engineering effort you may challenging opportunities at Kodak 
structing vessels finds photography pursue. Whether in research, pro- in research, engineering, electronics, 
one of his valuable tools. Motion- duction, sales or administration, the design, production and sales. 
picture studies of models in tanks use of photography will work with * * * 
help in hull design. Electron micro- you to simplify work and routine, If you are looking for such an 
Seaperplatessoninibuts to pees to save time and costs. interesting opportunity, write for 
metallurgy lor propellers and other information about careers with ¥ DA parts. And radiography checks CAREERS WITH HORAK Kodak. Address: Business and 
welded seams -of hull plate and With photography and photographic Technical Personnel | piping as well as heavy castings for processes becoming increasingly Department, Eastman i 
internal imperfections. important in the business and indus- Kodak Company, A 

The same is true in virtually every _ try of tomorrow, there are new and Rochester 4, N. Y. Me 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY _evcodak 
Rochester 4, N.Y. -



Interview with General Electric’s Dr. J. H. Hollomon 

a coe )—Ss Manager—General Engineering Laboratory 

ae i 

% # SocietyHas New Needs 
Ge qt 

pe and Wants—Plan Your 

| Career Accordingly 

4 DR. HOLLOMON is responsible for General Electric's centralized, advanced engineering 
Fo activities. He is also an adjunct professor of metallurgy at RPI, serves in advisory posts 

, for four universities, and is a member of the Technical Assistance panel of President 
t Kennedy's Scientific Advisory Committee. Long interested in emphasizing new areas of oppor- 
Lo tunity for engineers and scientists, the following highlights some of Dr. Hollomon’s opinions. 

Q. Dr. Hollomon, what characterizes example, new methods of purifying For scientists, look to those new fields 

the new needs and wants of society? salt water and specific techniques for in biology, biophysics, information, and 

A. There are four significant changes determining impurities in polluted air, power generation that afford the most 
in recent times that characterize these General Electric is increasing its inter- challenge in understanding the world 
feeds dnd wanes, national business by furnishing power in which we live. 

an " . generating and transportation equip- But above all else, the science explo- 
I. The increases | in the number of ment for Africa, South America, and sion of the lect Geveral decades means 

people who live in cities: the accom- Southern Asia. that the tools you will use as an engi- 

panying need is for adequate control We are looking for other products neer or as a scientist and the knowledge 

of air pollution, elimination of trans- that would be helpful to these areas to involved will change during your life: 

portation bottlenecks, slum clearance, develop their economy and to improve time. Thus, you must be in a position 

and adequate water resources. their way of life. We can develop new to continue your education, either on 

2. The shift in our economy from agri- information systems, new ways of stor- your own or in courses at universities 

culture and manufacturing to “serv- ing and retrieving information, or or in special courses sponsored by 

ices”: today less than half our working handling it in computers. We can the company for which you work. 
population produces the food and goods design new devices that do some of the 
for the remainder. Education, health, thinking functions of men, that will Q. Does General Electric offer these 
and recreation are new needs. They make education more effective and per- advantages to a young scientist or 

require a new information technology haps contribute substantially to reducing engineer? 

to eliminate the drudgery of routine the cost of medical treatment. We can A. General Electric is a large diver- 

mental tasks as our electrical tech- design new devices for more efficient sified company in which young men 

nology eliminated routine _ physical “paper handling” in the — service have the opportunity of working on a 
drudgery. industries. variety of problems with experienced 

3. The continued need for national . people at the forefront of science and 

defense and for arms reduction: the Q. If | want to be a part of this new technology. There are a number of 

majority of our technical resources activity, how should I plan my career? laboratories where research and ad- 
is concerned with research and devel- A. First of all, recognize that the vanced development is and has been 
opment for military purposes. But meeting of needs and wants of society traditional. The Company offers incen- 

increasingly, we must look to new tech- with products and services is most tives for graduate studies, as well as 
nical means for detection and control. important and satisfying work. Today a number of educational programs 

4. The arising expectations of the peo- this activity requires not only knowl- with expert and experienced teachers. 

ples of the newly developing nations: edge of science and technology but Talk to your placement officers and 
here the “haves” of our society must also of economics, sociology and the members of your faculty. I hope you 
provide the industry and the tools for the best of the past as learned from the will plan to meet our representative 

“have-nots” of the new countries if they liberal arts. To do the engineering when he visits the campus. 

are to share the advantages of mod- ansolved Teculness a least for young 
snstetl of is learly recog: men, the most varied experience possi- 
See i tnt Wastes cea renm ble. This means working at a number As recent, areas PY Dr aoe 

capable of furnishing the material of different jobs involving different a whe 1960's or will ‘be ie interact te ‘ i interest to 
goods of modern life to the billions science and technology and different most Juniors, Seniors, and Graduate 
of people of the world rather than products, This kind of experience for Students. It’s available by addressing 
only to the millions in the West. engineers is one of the best means of your request to: Dr. J. H. Hollomon, 

We see in these new wants, prospects learning how to conceive and design Section 699-2, General Electric Com- 
for General Eleetric’s future growth how to be able to meet the changing pany, Schenectady 5, N.Y. 
and vontribution: requirements of the times. 

Q. Could you give us some examples? 

A. We are investigating techniques for G E N E R A L E LE C T R | C 
the control and measurement of air and 
water pollution which will be appli- : 

cable not only to cities, but to individual All applicants will receive consideration for employment 
households. We have developed. for without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin.
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